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20 - Trailer  -  Locks

Trailer Cop fits straight 
into the trailer coupling.  
A simple one minute 
operation protects the 
boat / trailer from 
unauthorised towing.

Trailer Cop protects the boat 
and trailer, caravan, box trailer 
Etc. from unauthorised towing. 
A simple one minute operation 
secures the trailer against theft. 
Trailer Cop simply expands 
inside the trailer coupling where 
it cannot be removed and so the 
trailer can't be towed away by 
normal means. 

A One minute operation to fit
A Non-corrosive robust 
 aluminium alloy casting
A Special shape fits all popular
 trailer couplings
A Comes complete with allen key
 and barrel keys.

RWB2693 Trailer Cop

Strong galvanised steel coupling lock can secure the trailer against theft by locking 
the coupling of the trailer alone or when connected to the car.  
The solidly welded steel tongue inserts up into the trailer coupling and the bar locks 
down onto the top of the coupling.  Made from solid 6mm (1/4") thick galvanised steel.

Fit Trailer Cop
into coupling, remove
barrel lock and key

Insert the allen key
provided, turn
clockwise to expand
Trailer Cop
inside the coupling.
Tighten firmly.

Replace barrel lock
and remove key.
Trailer Cop is now 
there to stay.
It cannot be removed
without your key.

Large 2 way Coupling lock - With padlock
A  Secures the coupling to both a stand alone trailer or  
 when a parked car is attached to a trailer.
A  The lock has 2 slots for the securing bar 
 - bottom slot for trailer only
 - top slot secures the coupling and trailer ball while   
 attached to the vehicles tow bar
A  Supplied complete with a 50mm brass body padlock.
A  Width : 150mm   Height : 205mm   Depth : 50mm

RWB2901 Large lock complete with brass padlock

Secure your trailer or ATV anywhere with this robust wheel lock.

A Multiple position jaw adjusts to most size wheels
A Hardened steel resists cutting
A Suits tyres 140mm to 245mm
A Anti-pick lock
A Rubber coated arms to protect wheel finish
A 2 keys included

RWB5468 "Lock Jaw" wheel lock

Trailer  Cop - Trailer  Lock

Large  Trailer  Coupling  Lock

"Lock Jaw"  Trailer  Wheel  Lock


